EXISTING PRIVATE ACCESS TO BE MAINTAINED

EXISTING SPEED LIMIT CHANGE LOCATION TO BE MOVED NORTH APPROXIMATELY 150-200m FROM EXISTING LOCATION AND INCORPORATED INTO VILLAGE GATEWAY FEATURE TO BE ACCOMMODATED WITHIN THE EXISTING HIGHWAY BOUNDARY. TYPE AND POSITION OF FEATURE TO BE DETERMINED IN CONSULTATION WITH THE HIGHWAY AUTHORITY AT DETAILED DESIGN.

EXISTING SPEED LIMIT SIGNAGE

SPEED LIMIT ON GREEN LANE TO BE REDUCED TO 30mph

EXISTING PROPERTY AT 360 HOLT ROAD (WITHIN DEVELOPERS CONTROL) TO BE DEMOLISHED

HIGHWAY BOUNDARY APPROXIMATELY 2m FROM CARRIAGEWAY EDGE

HIGHWAY BOUNDARY APPROXIMATELY 2m FROM CARRIAGEWAY EDGE

VEGETATION WITHIN THE HIGHWAY BOUNDARY TO BE TRIMMED WHERE POSSIBLE TO MAXIMISE FORWARD VISIBILITY

APPROXIMATE POSITION OF HIGHWAY BOUNDARY FROM OS BASED RECORDS

APPROXIMATE POSITION OF HIGHWAY BOUNDARY FROM OS BASED RECORDS

APPROXIMATE POSITION OF HIGHWAY BOUNDARY FROM OS BASED RECORDS

LAND BEYOND HIGHWAY BOUNDARY IS WITHIN DEVELOPERS CONTROL WITHIN RED LINE IN THIS AREA

APPROXIMATE POSITION OF HIGHWAY BOUNDARY FROM OS BASED RECORDS

NOTES:
1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN METRES UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.
2. ALL LEVELS ARE IN METRES ABOVE ORDNANCE SURVEY DATUM.
3. ROAD MARKINGS SHOWN INDICATIVELY AND FOR INFORMATION ONLY.
4. BASED ON TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEY BY RANDALL SURVEYS LLP DRAWINGS 13905/TM/1 TO 8 DATED MARCH 2016.
5. HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS ARE SHOWN INDICATIVELY AND ARE SUBJECT TO DETAILED DESIGN.
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